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The Covid-19 crisis is affecting the way that we work and we’re all learning how to work more remotely. It may also affect the way we go about conducting research. This pandemic is leading us all to reflect on how we do things. Researchers should take time to pause and reflect research topic and design. For example, if you’re researcher you could focus on desk-based aspects of the research.

In current scenario researcher can utilize their time by writing quality research paper or article or case studies. It is equally important to choose reputed journal where it can get published. How you can be productive if you work on your research project during lock downs? Remember all those articles, research papers you’ve bookmarked but never read? Now is the time to revisit your bookmarks or your reference manager, and get some serious reading done. When you are busy in your daily routine work, it is difficult to find time for focused writing. If you’re a Researcher, this is a good time to dedicate a few hours to writing a paper. In current scenario researcher can utilize their time by writing quality research paper or article or case studies. It is equally important to choose reputed journal where it can get published.

Journal of Economics and Economic Education Research (JEEER) is a highly reputable open access journal that is affiliated with the Allied Business Academies. The Editorial Board and the Editors are appointed by the Allied Academies, Inc., a non profit association of scholars whose purpose is to encourage and support the advancement and exchange of knowledge, understanding and teaching throughout the world. The JEEER is a journal which allows for empirical, theoretical, or pedagogic issues to be explored.

JEEER is an online peer-reviewed International research journal that offers a platform for economists, stock brokers, policy makers, academicians, educational institutions, researchers, scholars and student community at large to publish their latest research findings covering of various facets of Economic Environment. With 30% of acceptance, JEEER invites authors and professional to contribute their live and current subject experiences as theoretical or empirical studies. The journal focuses on disseminating the latest innovative research in the fields of macroeconomics, credit risk, normative economics, shadow economy, foreign direct investment, transformative economics, stock market participation, education and economic development, environmental economics, Micro economics, law and economics, econometric and statistical methods, pricing-to-market, etc. Your journal seeks academically rigorous papers that will appeal to theoreticians and will also have direct relevance to practitioners in above mentioned research area. Papers that use rigorous qualitative and quantitative methods in the empirical testing of theory and are strongly encouraged.
The JEEER is publishing innovative and high quality theoretical and applied papers, since 2000. With over 547 articles and 21 volumes the journal has rich collection of quality research. These articles are abstracted/indexed in reputed and leading research & citation database like ProQuest, Questia, MIAR, CNKI, WorldCat, JournalTOC, Open J-Gate, Citefactor SIS, Sucupira, DRJI, Ulrich’s web & Google Scholar

**Editorial Board**

JEEER has a distinguished Editorial Board with 28 members, comprising leading academics from leading international institutions. The Editorial Board exercises complete control over the editorial content of the journal. JEEER is always seeking to expand membership of the Editorial Board, and welcomes a wide range of members of the Editorial Board and editorial reviewing panels. I am pleased to mention that during the year 2019, all issues of volume 20 were published online well within the time.

We look forward to working with the active and vibrant members of the Editorial Board, extensive reviewing panels, and contributors to make JEEER an accessible and leading outlet for high quality academic, theoretical, and practical research in all areas of Economics, and their relationships to cognate disciplines. All published articles have been double blind refereed. It is our mission to foster a supportive, mentoring effort on the part of the referees which will result in encouraging and supporting researchers. We welcome different viewpoints because in those differences we improve knowledge and understanding.

I take this opportunity to acknowledge the contribution of **Mr. Tamer Rady** during the final editing of articles published and the support rendered by the editorial assistant, **Ms. Clara Smith** in bringing out issues of JEEER in time. I would also like to express my gratitude to all the authors, reviewers, the publisher, the advisory and the editorial board of JEEER, and look forward to their unrelenting support in all future endeavours.